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THE CHALLENGES OF HYBRID REALITY

With a mobile, distributed workforce and the proliferation of environments, users, devices and platforms, the risk 
factors of digital transformation are multiplying daily. Enterprises need thorough and automated controls to 
protect mission-critical data in the cloud and on-premises.

Hybrid environments are subject to myriad compliance mandates and cloud privileged accounts call for 
capabilities that match internal data center resources. Real-time visibility is a necessity for Chief Information 
Security Officers (CISOs) and CIOs managing hybrid computing environments in today’s digital age.
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SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE IN TANDEM

Deliver seamless and secure employee lifecycle management. For onboarding, Saviynt’s lifecycle management 
(LCM) provisions accounts and privileges based on rules, roles and attributes. As roles evolve, automated, dynamic 
updates are triggered, ensuring correct access with OneLogin  authentication.

The pain points of compliance mandates apply to all industries. With out-of-box risk signatures, Saviynt’s control 
monitoring enables continuous compliance, mapping to regulations including:

Compliance requires visibility of where and how access is granted – a complicated task in hybrid environments. To 
extend beyond OneLogin’s view of current permissions, Saviynt monitors all requests, approvals and 
out-of-bounds access.

ITGC      HIPAA / HITECH      SOX      FedRAMP      PCI      FFIEC      NIST      CIS
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GREATER THAN THE SUM OF OUR PARTS

The power of our partnership is the synergy we deliver as a team. Saviynt’s intelligent analytics and governance 
complements OneLogin’s next-generation access management, for a holistic security posture across the 
enterprise. Our integrated approach delivers visibility into risk factors and investigates anomalous activity with 
unparalleled efficiency, for combined business benefits including:

HOLISTIC SECURITY

Securing identity access has surpassed the capability of legacy tools 
cobbled together in a futile, costly attempt to corral the chaos. Only a 
streamlined, agile cloud solution with continuous and adaptive 
monitoring will provide effective identity security management.

The partnership between Saviynt and OneLogin provides 
comprehensive identity security for the hybrid enterprise from 
provisioning appropriate access entitlements to real-time 
authentication. With our combined expertise, enterprises will 
experience unified, coordinated access and fine-grained 
entitlements to meet every identity security challenge.

GOVERNANCE AND ACCESS 2.0
Sign up for a demo to see our combined solutions in action. 

About OneLogin 
OneLogin is the leader in unified access management, offering cloud single sign-on (SSO), user directory 
services, adaptive multi-factor authentication and enterprise identity management. 

About Saviynt 
Saviynt provides cloud-born Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) in a streamlined, cost-effective 
solution that helps organizations secure critical applications, data and infrastructure in hybrid environments.
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Conditional, Risk-Based Authentication
Saviynt enhances OneLogin’s Adaptive Authentication with 
analytics from audit trails and activity logs that reveal how 
individuals gained access, so OneLogin can optimize MFA 
(Multi-Factor Authentication).

Application Access Risk & Governance
Seamless SSO to ERP platforms through OneLogin is enhanced 
with Saviynt’s fine-grained authorization and SOD capabilities, 
limiting access to specific application(s).

Close Scrutiny of Privileged Accounts
Saviynt users request elevated or administrative access in 
real-time, and OneLogin automatically applies the necessary MFA 
and audits all privileged activity. 


